PETER & DIANE IRWIN
DAFFODIL SPECIALISTS
89 GLOAMING HILL
TITAHI BAY
WELLINGTON, N.Z.
TEL ++64 +4 236-8033

NEW RELEASES - 1998/99

Smoothy*
217P

Arapawa
Icon - 4YR
Brazier x Tahiti
(J McLennan)

Mirror
Lake* - 2Y13
Seeding x OP

Apricot
Blush - 200
Seedling x Red
Haze

As the name suggests, an exceptionally smooth large
flower. The perianth is pale lemon and the contrasting
bright pink cup makes this a good show and hybridising
flower. Mid-late season. Limited stock

$75.00

An excellent yellow red double with good form and
substance. This flower is an extremely valuable addition
to this class. We have used it in our collection classes at
National Shows and also in our hybridising programme.
Mid-late season. Limited stock

$55.00

The name reflects the magnificence of this large flower
which has a pale yellow perianth and cylindrical delicate
pink cup. This is a very consistent flower which is used
often in collection classes and for hybridising. A very
useful addition to this class. Mid season. Limited stock

$70.00

A very attractive medium size, flower. The perianth is an $40.00
apricot shade and the cup a deeper orange. A useful very
early flower for the garden and hybridising.

Due to popular demand we are releasing this fine reverse $35.00
bi-colour. The flower has a smooth deep yellow perianth
and the cup fades to pure white as the bloom matures.
(D Bell)
Premier 2YW Hamilton Convention Show 1996.
*Names subject to acceptance by RHS Registrar

Lemon Haze
217W

TERMS OF BUSINESS
All daffodil bulbs are offered subject to satisfactory crop and to being unsold on receipt of order.
No complaints as to quality of bulbs, health, size or numbers will be entertained unless made
immediately on receipt of order. We guarantee varieties true to name and of good quality. To
avoid disappointment, orders should be placed by 30 January 1999. Payment with orders is
required, cheques are to be made out to IN Associates Limited. All prices are quoted in New
Zealand Dollars and include GST. Postage of $5.00 is to be added to all orders under $100.00
within New Zealand.
All overseas bulbs are posted airmail and travel at the customers risk and expense.
Postage for overseas orders should be added as follows:
USA and Japan 1-6 bulbs $19.00 7-12 bulbs $27.00
Great Britain 1-6 bulbs $22.00
1-6 bulbs $11.00 7-12 bulbs 15.00
7-12 bulbs $31.00
Australia
For a full price list please write or telephone us - details of address and telephone number on
front cover.

